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About This Game

Our GLORIOUS NATION needs you! You will test the secret weapon that will guarantee our SUPERIORITY! The Project
Rocket!

The tests aren't easy and we don't expect your survival, but that's how HEROES are born!

Play as Konrad, a humble worker that is being forced to test a secret weapon.

Features:

 Project Rocket: It is actually a jetpack

 75 levels

 Original soundtrack

 Inspired by George Orwell's 1984

 20 achievements
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 Made by one person
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Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Leonardo Alexandrino
Publisher:
Leonardo Alexandrino
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2017
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This game is really good, it came out of nowhere and i had never heard of it before and i'm glad i found out about it on the day
of release.

It's a roguelike shooter in a great setting and filled with amazing lore, the Lovecraft name isn't just a label on this game, the
developers know the Mythos very well and it oozes atmosphere. The gameplay is fast, impactful and very fluid, the enemy
design is really cool as well and the weapons feel great!

I would recommend this to anyone who's into rogue-likes/lites and top down shooters, it's amazing!. For myt full review please
vist:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UC8Rq0jnAyAkf1zjDhP60ARA

And watch my video!. aaawesome!!! cant wait to see 1.0! i feel maximum gen fu already!. Good for 49 cents! (Only got it for
49 cents because of a coupon). Dont let the pixel art graphics put you off. A simply brilliant shmup. Puts some other big budget
shmups to shame.

Has that critical one more go addictive quality.

A must buy if you are into 2D shooters its one of the best on steam and is worth the money even at full price.
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Iraq war simulator. This game tells me to do things.. Nice little puzzle game.. Its best BR game ever made.
Definitely try it out.. quot;Do you recommend this game?" HELL YEA!
This is one of those games thats so broken and derpy that it is absolutely amazing.
you could say its the "Special Snowflake" of BR games, but I tell yoo whut! its by far worth the whole whoppin .99 to buy.
20/10 Recommended especially for .99 c.
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